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Abstract—We present a method for kernel antenna array pro-
cessing using Gaussian kernels as basis functions. The method firs
identifie the data clusters by using a modifie sparse greedy ma-
trix approximation. Then, the algorithm performs model reduc-
tion in order to try to reduce the fina size of the beamformer. The
method is tested with simulations that include two arrays made of
two and seven printed half wavelength thick dipoles, in scenarios
with 4 and 5 users coming from different angles of arrival. The
antenna parameters are simulated for all DOAs, and include the
dipole radiation pattern and the mutual coupling effects of the
array. The method is compared with other state-of-the-art non-
linear processing methods, to show that the presented algorithm
has near optimal capabilities together with a low computational
burden.
Index Terms—Antenna array processing, beamforming, DOA,
kernel method, support vector machines.
I. INTRODUCTION
I T is well known that linear single user signal detectionmodels are suboptimal in most array processing scenarios,
since the optimal solution usually takes a nonlinear form (see
e.g., [1], the classical survey [2] or the application to the
multipath problem in array processing in [3]). Moreover, when
the number of sensors is less than the number of users a linear
model does not work at all, in this case the array cannot cancel
all the unwanted users’ signals to proceed with the detection of
the signal from the desired one.
Since their introduction, machine learning algorithms have
been used for signal processing applications. These algorithms
are usually nonlinear in nature, which makes them more pow-
erful than the linear ones as they can adapt better to the statistical
properties of the given data. This feature decreases estimation
errors or bit error rates. Neural networks [4] have been proposed
for beamforming (e.g., [5]–[7]) and direction of arrival estima-
tion (e.g., [8], [9]) among other array processing tasks. A com-
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prehensive compilation of the use of neural networks in antenna
array processing can be found in [10].
Nevertheless, machine learning algorithms like neural net-
works suffer from serious drawbacks such as overfitting or local
minima, which leads to suboptimal solutions. These algorithms
may also have a large number of free parameters to adjust, which
often precludes its use in some signal processing applications.
Kernel methods are a paradigm for pattern analysis that arise
from Mercer’s theorem [11], [12]. They provide straightforward
nonlinear extensions of well established linear methods. Kernel
methods use a nonlinear mapping of the data into a higher di-
mensional Hilbert space (also called feature space), where one
can use any linear algorithm that can be expressed in terms of
dot products. When the solution is mapped back to the input
space we obtain a nonlinear version of that algorithm, while
other interesting properties are preserved: low number of free
parameters, complexity control, or existence and uniqueness of
the solution. The interested reader can refer to [13] for a good
and comprehensive introduction to kernel methods.
In the past few years a number of linear algorithms have been
kernelized to provide them with nonlinear properties, namely,
Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [14], partial least
squares (PLS) [15], ridge regression (RR), principal component
analysis (PCA) [16], spectral clustering (SC) [17], canonical
correlation analysis (CCA) [18], independent component anal-
ysis (ICA) [19], ARMA models [20] or the gamma filter [21],
among many other. Support vector machines (SVM) [22], both
linear and kernelized, have become very popular due to their
good performance in many real world problems.
Kernel methods have been used in antenna processing,
because their nonlinear nature allows the user to detect signals
in environments in which there are more users than array
elements. Most of these applications are based on SVM classi-
fiers [23]–[27] and SVM regression machines [28]–[33], both
presenting important advantages. They are robust against non-
gaussian noise in general and against high amplitude (outlier)
samples in particular. When the number of available samples
for training is small, the complexity control properties of
SVMs minimize the risk of producing solutions biased from
the optimal. That is, they minimize the overfitting phenomena.
Moreover, SVMs can produce sparse solutions, which provide
low complexity estimators. However, they are computationally
costly because they deal with matrices with dimensions equal
to the number of data (batch processing) and it is not possible to
introduce prior information about the data when it is available,
as in array processing for communications. In [34] the optimal
solution for nonlinear beamforming is derived, and an assymp-
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totically kernel-based adaptive beamformer is proposed using
an orthogonal forward selection procedure. Most of these algo-
rithms are designed for real, binary signals, and the extension
to general QAM or FSK signals is not straightforward.
In a beamforming scenario when the signal to noise ratio
is high enough, data takes the form of Gaussian clusters with
central symmetry, whose properties directly depend on the
transmitted constellation. These characteristics can easily be
exploited to construct a near optimal, computationally efficient
algorithm based on kernels. In the present work we propose
a method that first identifies the clusters by using a modified
sparse greedy matrix approximation [13], [35], [36], which is
an efficient incremental approximation to a kernel principal
component analysis. Second, the algorithm performs model
reduction in order to try to reduce the final size of the beam-
former.
Here, we test the algorithm in two realistic environments. In
the first case, we use two half wavelength thick dipoles at 3 GHz
and 4 users using BPSK symbols, in order to compare the per-
formance of the algorithm with other approaches. In the second
case, we use 7 of such dipoles to form a linear array to detect
the QPSK signals from four users. In all cases, coupling effects
are considered.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let an element array antenna receive signals from users
(the number of users is assumed not to change) with unique
directions of arrival (DOA) , (as shown in
Fig. 1). The matrix form of the array snapshot is
(1)
where is the vector of incoming signals, represents the
time instant, stands for the additive white Gaussian noise





where is the wavelength, and represents the distance be-
tween elements of the array.
Assume that the desired signal is element of the
vector of incoming signals. A linear estimator for this signal can
be expressed as
(4)
This estimator must minimize the influence of the interfer-
ence signals, which can be achieved by placing transmission
zeros in the DOAs of these signals. Clearly, the number of zeros
that can be placed is equal to , so when the total number
Fig. 1. Linear array of  elements with  incoming signals.
of signals is greater than the number of elements, then the es-
timator is not guaranteed to work properly because part of the
interference will not be rejected by the array.
This situation can be modified by nonlinearly mapping the
input data into a higher dimension Hilbert space, where the
number of available dimensions is much higher than the number
of interferers.
Parameter vector will also have a higher or infinite dimen-
sion, which, in principle, will increase the computational burden
to an overwhelming amount. This problem is addressed as the
“curse of dimensionality.” It, nevertheless, can be avoided by
virtue of two facts. The first one is that some Hilbert spaces are
provided with a dot product that can be expressed as a function
of the input space (Kernels), this is .
These are the so-called reproducing Kernel Hilbert spaces
(RKHS). The second one is that as the parameter vector lies in
the subspace spanned by the given data, it can be expressed as
a linear combination of these data.
These facts, whose application to nonlinear estimation is
often called the Kernel Trick, give rise to the class of Kernel
estimators. They have nonlinear properties, but the optimization
is linear with respect to the parameters and its number is, at
most, equal to the number of data available for training. They
are developed in Section III.
III. ESTIMATORS IN REPRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT
SUBSPACES
The class of linear algorithms that can be expressed as a linear
combination of dot products between data can be nonlinearized
through the Kernel Trick. The basic idea is to have a nonlinear
transformation of the data into a higher (possibly in-
finite) dimension Hilbert space for which the associated dot
product is expressable as a function of the input data, i.e.,
(5)
Such a function is called a Mercer Kernel. A Hilbert Space
provided with a kernel is a RKHS. The Mercer theorem [11]
states the conditions for a Kernel to be a dot product in a
Hilbert Space. In particular, it says that a mapping function
and a function as in (5) exist if and only
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if is an integral operator in a Hilbert Space, i.e., if the
kernel satisfies that
(6)
for any integrable squared function . Following these con-
cepts, a nonlinear estimator in the input space can be formulated
as a linear one in :
(7)
where is the linear parameter set (whose dimension is now
assumed to be greater than ) and is the error
between the estimated and the desired outputs. Constant is a
scalar bias that needs to be added since the nonlinear estimator
may be biased. Parameter vector always lies in the subspace
spanned by the training data and, according to the representer
theorem [37], it can be constructed as a linear combination of
the given data
(8)
where are the training data pairs. Then, estimator (7)
can be rewritten as
(9)
In this context, ’s are called primal parameters, and ’s
are the dual ones. The problem of optimizing the estimator ex-
pressed as in (9) is called a dual problem, and it is useful for
those cases where the primal problem is unsolvable in a direct
way. As an example, defining , the
MMSE criterion to find from (7) will lead to the well known
Wiener-Hopf solution where the autocorrela-
tion matrix can be computed as . Since vectors
have infinite dimension, then will also have infinite
dimension, so its inverse does not exist, and the primal problem
cannot be directly solved.
Nevertheless, the dual problem to find vector containing all
parameters using (9) and the MMSE criterion leads to the so-
lution , where is the matrix containing all
dot products between data (Gramm matrix), whose dimension
will be .
However, is usually rank-deficient and finding its inverse
is still an ill-conditioned problem. In what follows we will de-
scribe how to proceed in the nonlinear beamforming particular
case to obtain an efficient solution to this problem. We aim at
building compact representations of patterns in the fea-
ture space , such that a reduced complexity solution is pos-
sible, benefiting both computational cost and algorithmic sta-
bility.
In the beamforming case, the geometry of patterns in the
input space usually takes the form of a constellation of Gaussian
clusters. For instance, in the BPSK case, the constellation at the
transmitter has two Gaussian clusters, one for every different
symbol. At the receiver, when signals from users are present,
we have a total of Gaussian clusters ( for the general case
of users and different symbols). For the system to be us-
able, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) must be high enough such
that we obtain bit error rates (BER) as low as or . In
these situations, the Gaussian clusters are clearly separated in
the input space, which induces a particular geometry in .
An optimal approach to reduce the complexity of the data,
nonlinearly projected in , is to apply kernel principal com-
ponent analysis (KPCA), identify the main directions (eigen-
vectors) and project patterns along these main direc-
tions. These principal directions in have a direct interpreta-
tion as clusters in the input space [38]. However, we have to
solve the so-called preimage problem, i.e., finding patterns in
the input space whose projections are the best approximations
to these principal directions in . Given the particular geometry
of our problem, such procedure would identify main direc-
tions, each one associated to a cluster of data in the input space.
Applying KPCA techniques in a real-time environment is not
feasible due to computational cost, and more efficient approxi-
mations are needed which do not need to compute preimages.
The objective is to identify an orthogonal base in that
approximates patterns with minimal least squares
error. Efficient approximate methods to find such base exist,
such as the sparse greedy matrix approximation method
(SGMA) [13], [35], [36]. SGMA proposes to operate incre-
mentally, selecting one by one the elements to be added to
the base, such that every new added element maximally re-
duces the approximation error of the patterns. Therefore, every
projected pattern is approximated as a function of
base elements, where are vectors in selected using the
procedure described at the end of this section
(10)
where the optimal weights are ob-
tained as
(11)
where and . The
elements are selected such that we minimize the approx-
imation error at stage , averaged for all patterns
(12)
By directly working with projections of already existing input
patterns we avoid computing pre-images, unavailable in a real
time environment, since their computation, as analyzed in [39],
[40], is rather cumbersome and prone to fall in local minima. To
identify the in (12), SGMA proposes to proceed greedily to
identify the new base element to be added at every stage. The
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. It is very inefficient to evaluate all
the patterns in the training set as candidates, so a random sub-
sample is selected at every stage. A total of 59 candidate pat-
terns,1 randomly selected among the training patterns, are eval-
uated at every stage and the one with the largest value is
added to the base. In our case we have observed that the first
candidates tend to be selected as close as possible as the center
of every Gaussian cluster and, furthermore, since the Gaussians
are well separated, tend to form an orthonormal base or,
equivalently, , which greatly simplifies the SGMA op-
eration. More precisely, at the beginning of the procedure, when
the base is empty, the selection of the first element reduces to
finding the candidate with the largest computed as
(14)
If we assume that , we can proceed in every step
independently of the other base elements. This approximated
version of SGMA has been named as approximate kernel or-
thogonalization (AKO), and is valid for situations where clus-
ters of data are well separated in the input space, as in our case.
Once the first element has been added, we identify those patterns
that are mainly projected onto that component by measuring the
angle between every projected pattern and
the newly added base element
(15)
that reduces to a simple computation when Gaussian kernels are
used
(16)
We identify those patterns closer to ,
i.e., those such that and
we remove them from the training set. We repeat the candidate
evaluation process using (14) and the removal of closer patterns
as identified in (16) until the training dataset is empty.
1The number of 59 candidates may seem strange, but the authors in [13], [36]
have shown that, “to obtain an estimate that with probability 0.95 is among the
best 0.05 of all estimates, the random subsample size of        	
 will guarantee nearly as good performance as using the whole dataset.”
To further improve the model, we redefine every base element
as
(17)
Once again, to avoid working with pre-images, we propose to
approximate (17) by
(18)
Associated to base element we also annotate the
symbol label most frequently observed in the patterns in .
Once the base elements are found, the model in (9) reduces to
(19)
where is the base size and the weights can now be com-
puted2 as
(20)
where . Since this is a quadratic form, it
can be said that the property of existence and uniqueness of so-
lutions holds here. We can further simplify this computation by
noting that (apart from a scale factor), due to the
implicit orthonormalization, and (apart from a scale
factor), , the labels identified during the base con-
struction. Therefore, it is not necessary to waste computational
effort in estimating the weights of the model, we can simply use
the labels stored in to decide which symbol was transmitted
(21)
To initially evaluate the approximations assumed so far we
have computed several quality measurements over the original
and approximated kernel matrices using both SGMA and the
proposed AKO method. We have computed the error in the
approximation of the Gramm Matrix , where
, and , where
every is computed used (11). We have used the following
conditions to generate the data: 2 sensors, a BPSK modulation,
15 frames and 6 users. In Fig. 2(a) we depict such approxima-
tion error. It can be observed that the AKO method produces
less approximation error than SGMA approach for the same
base size and for a wide range of SNR values in this particular
scenario. We also observe in Fig. 2(b) that the CPU time for
AKO is also smaller than SGMA, roughly half. Analogous
results have been obtained for other beamforming scenarios
with varying number of sensors, users and modulations.
We also explore the validity of the proposed approximation
in (20) for both AKO and SGMA. In Fig. 3 we
2For symmetry reasons, we will assume in what follows  	 .
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Fig. 2. Approximation error (a) and CPU time (b) for AKO and SGMA
methods. Data corresponds to 2 sensors, a BPSK modulation, 15 frames,
     and 6 users.
Fig. 3. Representation of matrix    (ideally equal to the identity matrix)
for both SGMA (a) and AKO (b).
depict as an image the matrix. We observe that the base
elements selected using AKO (Fig. 3(b)) are much closer to





The drawback of the AKO method as described above is that
the resulting machine has size , where is the number of
users and is the size of the alphabet. For instance, for the
QPSK case when 5 users are transmitting, the model is built
using 1024 kernels. Such complexity could be unacceptable in
some circumstances, forcing us to use smaller models. We pro-
pose here a postprocessing stage that will evaluate if it is pos-
sible to reduce the model by eliminating any superfluous ele-
ments, i.e., those that do not modify the decision boundary when
removed from the model. To identify such nodes, we generate
first a set of synthetic patterns, laying midway between pat-
terns of different class. Next, for every pair and
with different associated class, we generate two new points as
and .
Once we have generated all the datapoints , we classify
them with the full model to obtain their labels . Finally,
we evaluate the effect of removing each one of the base ele-
ments from the model, by simply classifying again the patterns
without the contribution of that element (this computation can
be done very efficiently by simply removing it from the com-
putation in (21)). If any of the labels is modified, then the
element cannot be removed, otherwise it can be pruned without
affecting the model. This criterion could be relaxed, allowing
some errors, to further compact the final classifier.
We have summarized in Table I the proposed approximated
kernel orthogonalization (AKO) algorithm. In what follows we
will benchmark the proposed AKO method using SNR-BER
curves in different transmission scenarios against other state-of-
the-art methods.
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Fig. 4. 7 printed half wavelength thick dipoles array at 3 GHz, built over a FR
4 1.55 mm thick substrate, with spacing 24 mm     .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Array Models
Some array processing experiments have been performed
using an antenna model array that consists of 2 and 7 printed
half wavelength thick dipoles at 3 GHz. These antennas are
separately built over a FR 4 1.55 mm thick substrate, with
spacing 24 mm (as shown in Fig. 4).
We compute the excitation voltage of each element,
for 4 different angles of arrival. In order to compute
these excitations, we assume that , where
is the ideal excitation, and is the one produced by the mu-
tual coupling between antenna elements. If is the active
reflection coefficient, defined by [41]
(22)
where is the direction of arrival, and the scattering pa-
rameters of the array, the excitation voltage can be written as
(23)
Taking into account that with
and using the expression of the electric field pro-
duced by the array in transmission
(24)
and knowing the array factor , the excitation voltage can
be computed. We run 4 FDTD-based simulations using CST Mi-
crowave Studio 2008 (www.cst.com) to obtain the active reflec-
tion coefficients , and then the excitation voltages .
B. Experimental Setup
The aim of the experiments is to evaluate the BER perfor-
mance of scenarios in which a desired signal is to be detected in
the presence of interferences. We assume that all transmitters are
synchronous, which is a common situation in a cell phone envi-
ronment. The central frequency of the signal is 3 GHz and the
transmission rate is 1.77 Kbauds. Data is transmitted in frames
containing 146 symbols, including a midamble of 26 training
symbols. Under this general experimental setup, we consider
the following different scenarios
1) Two element array, BPSK, 4 users at , ,
0 and 30 . Desired user with amplitude 0.1, the rest with
amplitude 1 (to simulate a near-far situation).
2) Two element array, BPSK, 4 users at , , 0
and 30 , equal amplitudes.
3) Two element array, BPSK, 4 users at , , 0
and 10 , equal amplitudes.
4) Two element array, BPSK, 5 users at , , 0 ,
20 and 30 , equal amplitudes.
5) Seven element array, QPSK, 4 users at angles of ,
0 , 10 and 20 .
In all cases, the desired user is along . The SNR is mea-
sured as the desired signal to thermal noise ratio. To further ex-
ploit the symmetries of the problem, we generate extra training
points by applying rotations (in the BPSK case, training pairs
are multiplied by to obtain extra training data
, and in QPSK we obtain a training set four times
larger if we multiply by , and .
C. BER Performance
In order to compare the performances of the SVM, the orthog-
onal forward selection (OFS) in [34], and the AKO algorithms,
we run simulations with the different scenarios described in the
previous section, and we measure the BER as a function of the
number of received frames. We also measure the BER as a func-
tion of the SNR when the models have been trained with the
training data contained in 15 frames (390 training symbols) for
the BPSK modulations and 25 frames (650 symbols) for the
QPSK modulations. In this and Section V, no comparisons be-
tween AKO and OFS have been presented for QPSK modula-
tions because a complex version of OFS is not available.
Fig. 5 shows the BER performance of all systems in the
scenarios with BPSK modulations (scenarios 1 to 4). The
graphic includes the optimum Bayes estimation (theoretical
performance limit). As it can be seen, the near-far phenomenon
(scenario 1) does not affect the performance of the estimators,
that show error rates close to the Bayes optimum. The perfor-
mance of AKO and OFS are very close, and the SVM approach
shows a degradation of about 1 dB.
Fig. 6 contains the performances of a complex version of
the SVM and AKO algorithms compared to the Bayes estima-
tion and the linear least squares estimator for scenario 5. Both
SVM and AKO systems show a performance close to the op-
timum, and the differences between AKO and SVM are about
0.5 dB. The uniform linear array is not able to simultaneously
fix a maximum at 0 and a minimum in any direction without
constraints [42] using any linear procedure. In particular, the
minimum possible first-null semi-beamwidth on a seven ele-
ment array (without accounting for mutual coupling effects) is
about 20 .
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Fig. 5. Experiments with 4 and 5 users, BPSK. Dot: Bayes estimation; Solid:
AKO; Dot-dash: OFS; Dash: SVM.
Fig. 6. Experiments with 4 users, QPSK. Dot: Bayes estimation; Solid: AKO;
Dash: SVM; Dash-dot: LS.
The first advantage of AKO over OFS or SVM can be seen
in Fig. 7 (scenario 1) and 8 (scenario 5). In these figures, BER
performances as a function of number of frames are shown for
two different SNRs (0 and 3 dB in Fig. 7 and 17 and 20 dB in
Fig. 8), and for 1 to 16 frames ( to 416 training symbols)
in Fig. 7 and 1 to 25 frames ( to 650 training symbols)
in Fig. 8).
These graphs show that the AKO method converges to the
minimum error with a significantly smaller number of frames
than the other methods. AKO needs 4 frames to reach
, while OFS needs 10 frames in the case,
and in the case, a is also reached
in 4 frames by AKO, while OFS needs 12 frames. SVM never
reaches these values.
D. Computational Burden
In order to compare the feasibility of practical implementa-
tion of these methods, we measured the average training times
over 1000 simulations (Table II) and the average size (number
Fig. 7. BER performance (in logarithmic scale) as a function of the number of
frames for the scenario 1. Dot: Bayes estimation; Solid: AKO; Dot-dash, OFS;
Dash: SVM. Upper graphs produced with     , lower graphs with
    .
Fig. 8. BER performance (in logarithmic scale) as a function of the number
of frames for the scenario 5. Dot: Bayes estimation; Solid: AKO; Dash: SVM.
Upper graphs produced with    	
 , lower graphs with   
 .
of kernels) of every resulting model. We chose SNR values
for every scenario such that the BERs are about and
. Table II shows the superior performance of the AKO
over the other methods. The AKO and SVM methods have a
training computation time significantly smaller than the OFS
method in all simulations. The improvement of the AKO over
the SVM method is related to the size of the final model. In
BPSK, the AKO method needed between 12 and 22 centroids
to construct the model (the theoretical number of centroids is
16). SVM needed between 96 and 415. When tested in a QPSK
environment, the AKO method used 256 centroids, which is
the minimum number of centroids needed for this scenario
(no reduction was possible in this case) while SVM needed
more than 5000 centroids to produce acceptable solutions when
trained with 10 frames (almost all samples). When trained with
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF TRAINING TIME (IN SECONDS) AND SIZE OF THE RESULTING
MACHINES FOR VARIOUS SNRs
20 frames, the computer needed more than one day to solve the
SVM optimization.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We present a method for antenna array processing using
Gaussian kernels as basis functions. In beamforming scenarios
for communications, data is structured in Gaussian clusters.
The method first identifies these clusters by using a modified
sparse greedy matrix approximation [13], [35], [36], which is
an efficient incremental approximation to a kernel principal
component analysis. Second, the algorithm performs model
reduction in order to try to reduce the final size of the beam-
former. The centers of the identified clusters are labelled with
their associated desired user symbols, and then a radial basis
function classifier is constructed where each RBF output is
simply weighted with the label associated to the center of its
cluster, thus making unnecessary any parameter training step.
The method is tested in several scenarios with four or five
users coming from different DOAs, with BPSK signaling, and
using an antenna array that contains two printed thick dipoles.
The method is also tested in an environment with four users and
QPSK signaling using an array with 7 thick dipoles.
The antenna parameters are simulated for all DOAs, and in-
clude the dipole radiation pattern and the mutual coupling ef-
fects of the array.
The method is compared to the OFS approach presented in
[34] for BPSK tests and to the SVM classifier in both BPSK and
QPSK tests. Results show that the presented method is close to
the optimum Bayes detector in all environments. The computa-
tional burden is reasonable and the estimator size after training
is small. The previous methods are almost as close to the op-
timum as our method, but OFS presents a much higher com-
putational burden and larger models. SVM show a reasonable
computational burden—though the SVMLIB [43] software used
for comparisons has been largely optimized—but the estimator
models contain a much higher number of elements, which could
preclude its practical implementation.
The algorithm presented in this paper can be modified to in-
clude adaptive properties in order to track changes in the chan-
nels, which is part of the future work related to this research.
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